Sudoku is just one of hundreds of great puzzle types. This column presents obscure logic puzzles of various sorts and challenges the readers to solve the puzzles in two ways: by hand and with Mathematica. For the latter, solvers are invited to send their code to edp@wolfram.com. The person submitting the most elegant solution will receive a prize. ‡ The Brick Factory
‡ The Brick Factory
In 1940, the Hungarian mathematician Paul Turán was sent to a forced labor camp by the Nazis. Though every part of his life was brutally controlled, he still managed to do serious mathematics under the most extreme conditions. While forced to collect wire from former neighborhoods, he would be thinking about mathematics. When he found scraps of paper, he wrote down his theorems and conjectures. Some of these scraps were smuggled to Paul Erdős. One problem he developed is now called the brick factory problem.
We worked near Budapest, in a brick factory. There were some kilns where the bricks were made and some open storage yards where the bricks were stored. All the kilns were connected to all the storage yards. The bricks were carried on small wheeled trucks to the storage yards. All we had to do was to put the bricks on the trucks at the kilns, push the trucks to the storage yards, and unload them there. We had a reasonable piece rate for the trucks, and the work itself was not difficult; the trouble was at the crossings. The trucks generally jumped the rails there, and the bricks fell out from them, in short this caused a lot of trouble and loss of time which was precious to all of us. We were all sweating and cursing at such occasions, I too; but nolens volens the idea occurred to me that this loss of time could have been minimized if the number of crossings of the rails had been minimized. But what is the minimum number of crossings? I realized after several days that the actual situation could have been improved, but the exact solution of the general problem with m kilns and n storage yards seemed to be very difficult. The problem occurred to me again at my first visit to Poland where I met Zarankiewicz [1] . ‡ Complete Graphs
Turán built the field of extremal graph theory while a prisoner. Many good puzzles come from graphs, such as the familiar problem of connecting water, gas, and electricity to three houses without the lines crossing. This would be equivalent to K 3,3 or 3 kilns, 3 storage yards. Without some form of cheating, the problem is impossible, since one crossing is required. (Try proving the impossibility with Euler's formula: vertices + faces -edges = 2). Consider the brick factory problem with 4 kilns at the top, and 3 storage yards at the bottom, or K 3, 4 . What is the minimal number of crossings? If you are looking at the notebook version of this column in Mathematica 6 or later, you can drag the vertices~first doubleclick a vertex twice.
For K 7, 7 , in 1970 Kleitman proved the minimal number of crossings was 77, 79, or 81 [2] . He ended his paper with "Which?"~a question not solved until 1993, when Woodall showed the answer was 81 [3] .
For many years, the number of crossings for the complete graph K 10 was known to be either 61 or 62, with a proof of 62 finally arriving in 2000 [4] . Below are pictures of the graph in two forms, one symmetric, the other with minimal crossings. Due to the tediousness of counting that many crossings by hand, and the 40-plus years required to solve it, I do not consider this a friendly puzzle for casual solving. The Rectilinear Crossing Number (RCN) project, maintained by Oswin Aichholzer, has solved all complete graphs up to K 19 , with 1318 crossings [5] . The calculation and bounding of crossing numbers remains active to this day [6, 7] . ‡ GraphData GraphData is an extensive built-in data paclet included with Mathematica 7 [8] . It contains more than 3000 graphs, in excess of 200 graph properties, and one or more attractive embeddings for most of its constituent graphs. A graph with no crossings is a planar graph. Here is a Wolfram Demonstration ("Planarity") for solving planar graph embedding puzzles [9, 10] . You can drag vertices.
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The Mathematica One piece of research I did, with substantial help from Geoffrey Exoo [11] , was to catalog the smallest cubic graphs that require a certain number of crossings. I named these objects "crossing number graphs", or CNGs in this column. We have already met CNG 1, since K 3,3 requires one crossing. With two crossings, there are two minimal cubic graphs, one the famous Petersen graph.
Desargues graph
The trend of crossing number graphs being famous was shattered with the 7-crossing graphs. There are four such graphs, and none of them seems to be famous.
The five 8-crossing graphs contain the McGee graph and Foster 24A.
With 26 vertices and beyond, the authors make conjectures. With 26, 28, and 30 vertices, the conjectured maximal crossings are 10, 11, and 13. Note that 9 crossings would not be extremal. The authors welcome expansion of these results. A related existence question, still unsolved, involves the smallest cubic graph such that the crossing number is less than the rectilinear crossing number.
McGee  edge Coxeter graph Tutte 8cage
No other crossing number graphs are known at this time. If you find any nice embeddings for any of these graphs, please send them to edp@wolfram.com. The crossing number graphs were found by co-author Geoffrey Exoo, using his program gnubar (nu, n, represents a crossing number; a bar suggests rectilinearity).
The many cubic graphs he tested were obtained from Brendan McKay's nauty program [13] . A brief description of the gnubar analysis of 7-crossing graphs is as follows:
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1. Set as the target the highest crossing number possible. So far, adding two vertices increases the maximum crossing number by one.
2.
Run a fast drawing routine that looks for reasonably good drawings for each graph. An embedding with fewer crossings than the target number eliminates that graph. For n = 22, out of 1435720 graphs, 50 graphs remained.
3.
A different randomized graph embedding routine found drawings with six or fewer crossings for all but the four graphs.
4.
Prove that there are no better drawings for these four graphs. This step takes the most time~roughly 150 hours per graph. ‡ Solution for Number Link (Issue 10:3)
· Recap of Number Link Rules
As mentioned in Volume 10, Issue 3, a Number Link puzzle follows four basic rules:
1.
A continuous line must connect identical numbers.
2.
Lines must go through the center of a cell horizontally or vertically and never go through the same cell twice.
3.
Lines cannot cross, branch off, or go through other numbered cells.
4.
Every unnumbered square must contain part of a path.
The only person sending in a solving method was Don Knuth.
"Has anybody to your knowledge pointed out that there's an easy way to "reduce" Number Link to finding Hamiltonian paths? Namely, suppose there are four links, with the digit 1 in cells {1a,1b}, ... , and digit 4 in cells {4a,4b}. Extend the n µ n grid graph by adding four new vertices [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , and eight new edges 1b~ [1] ~2a, 2b [ 2] ~3a, 3b~ [3] ~4a, 4b~ [4] ~1a. A solution to the original puzzle is equivalent to a Hamiltonian path in this new graph."
· Don Knuth's Method
First, for one of the puzzles, five extra points are added to make the base graph.
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The After that, all Hamiltonian cycles for the graph are found ~ 66648 different cycles in total. The desired graph has the defining point set in order.
In From that, the solution immediately follows. 
